We compute the characters of real irreducible representations of SL 2 (q), the special linear group on q letters, for an odd prime q. Moreover, we give the dimensions of these irreducible representations under the actions of cyclic subgroups of SL 2 (q).
k · kν (−1) k , so |zd| = 2q
In general situation, if g ∈ G is of order n, then g l is of order n/(n, l). Since (c).
27
Proof. Obviously, 1 2 , z 2 ∈ (1). Let us establish when c 2 ∈ (d). We have to 
We must thus have 1 = det otherwise.
39
Proposition 3. We have
Proof. We have c −1 = 1 0 −1 1 . We want to verify when c is conjugate to c −1 . This is the case when we can find a matrix
= −a 2 = 1 Hence, we can 40 find an appropriate a iff −1 is a quadratic residue modulo q, that is when 41 q ≡ 1 (mod 4).
42
We proceed similarly for d,
which is possible whenever −1 is a quadratic residue modulo q, i. e. when 
44
Proposition 4. We have
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of the previous proposition.
45
For a group G, let us define the subset containing the conjugacy class of Otherwise, we have q + 2 real conjugacy classes, 
We have two possible cases. First possibility is that d = −a. But then a 2 + bc = 1. On the other hand,
which is a contradiction. Hence, we end up in the second case, namely
to have order 2, we must have
Corollary 2. Let χ be an irreducible complex character of SL 2 (q). Then, the Frobenius-Schur indicator of χ is given by
for q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and
for q ≡ 3 (mod 4).
83
Proof. From Proposition 2, we know that
for 2 a quadratic residue modulo q. By [1, Theorem 38.1], we know that the conjugacy classes sizes of SL 2 (q) are as follows,
Therefore, in both cases, the sum of the summands of the indicator coming from the classes (1), (z), (c), (d), (zc) and (zd) is
Now, by Corollary 1, the summands coming from (a l )s and (b m )s sum up to s 2 = 2q (q + 1)
for q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and to
for q ≡ 3 (mod 4). Summing up s 1 and s 2 , we get the desired formulas for 84 ι(χ).
85
We are ready now to figure out the real irreducible characters of SL 2 (q),
86
Lemma 3. Using the notations from [1, Theorem 38.1], the characters of real
for q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and by 2 Re ξ 1 = ξ 1 + ξ 2 and 2 Re η 1 = η 1 + η 2 for 90 q ≡ 3 (mod 4). follows, we use the data from the character table of SL 2 (q).
104
Thus, by Corollary 1, we have
when q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and
for q ≡ 3 (mod 4). Notice that from the complex character table of SL 2 (q) follows that ι(ξ 1 ) = ι(ξ 2 ) and ι(η 1 ) = ι(η 2 ) since ξ 1 is conjugate (as a complex vector) to ξ 2 and η 1 is conjugate to η 2 . Therefore, if q ≡ 1 (mod 4),
and, if q ≡ 3 (mod 4),
Now, notice that χ i s and θ j s are real-valued, since ν 
Since |ν s r | ≤ 2 and that the equality holds iff r 2 |s for even r and r|s for odd r, it follows that
Similarly,
In the case q ≡ 3 (mod 4), we have (q + 1) for any RG-module V . Now, notice that
Since (c k ) ∈ {(c), (d)}, we conclude from the shape of real character table 
Proposition 5. If H ≤ SL 2 (q) and |H| = 2q, then H = zc or H = zd . 
152
Lemma 5. Let H = zc or zd . Then
Proof. We prove only the case H = zc -the other is analogous.
153
We have
Hence, since χ(zc) = χ(z) χ (1) χ(c),
Now, assume q ≡ 1 (mod 4). Notice that
Therefore,
On the other hand, we know that dim ξ 
Proof. Since 2 = (q − 1)/(q − 1, l) and 2 = (q + 1)/(q + 1, m), it follows that z / ∈ H, K. Hence, n > 1, we have,
Assume q ≡ 1 (mod 4). Then, noticing that 2|l and 2|m, we conldude that the characters of ξ 1 and ξ 2 evaluated on a il are equal 1 for any i = 1, . . . , (q −1)/(q −1, l)−1. This is because a il = a k , where k = il (mod q −1), since the order of a is q − 1. Moreover, if k > (q − 3/2), then a k is conjugate to a q−1−k and q + 1 − k ≤ (q − 3)/2 since z / ∈ H. If we denote by k ′ the minimum of k and q − 1 − k, it follows then that the characters of ξ 1 and ξ 2 are both equal (−1) k ′ on a il . Since q − 1 and l are even, we conclude that k ′ is even as well. Therefore, we have dim ξ
Similarly as before, we notice that the characters of 2η 1 and 2η 2 evaluated on b jm for j = 1, . . . , (q + 1)/(q + 1, m) − 1 are equal to −1. Hence
If q ≡ 3 (mod 4), then, by the analogous reasoning, the characters of 2 Re ξ 1 and 2 Re η 1 evaluated on a il and b jm+1 are equal 1 and −1 respectively for
2|(q − 1)/(q − 1, l) and 2|(q + 1)/(q + 1, m) and H = a l and K = b m .
173
Then, for any 1
Proof. We use the similar arguments as in the case (q − 1)/(q − 1, l) and (q + 1)/(q + 1, m) were odd. In case they are even, we notice that z ∈ H, K. Thus, we have
Let us consider the characters ξ 1 and ξ 2 . From the real character table we see that their fixed point dimensions for subgroups H and K are equal. Let us consider the case 2|l. Then, as before, the characters of ξ 1 and ξ 2 evaluated on a il are equal 1 for 1
In the second case, when 2 ∤ l, we observe that the characters ξ 1 and ξ 2 evaluated on a il are eeual to 1 when i is odd and to −1 when i is even. Thus, the sum 
